PROJECTOR OPERATION

1. Use projector remote control to turn on projector  
   (Allow 30-60 sec. to warm up)
2. Use "Comp 2" button on remote control to set the projector to Input 2  
   to use with the computer

VISUAL PRESENTER (Document Camera)

1. Use remote control to turn on projector  
   (Allow 30 sec to warm up)
2. Select "Video" button on remote control to switch to the video input
3. Pull down the projector screen to the desired length
4. Turn on Visual Presenter with switch on upper right corner
5. Select "Main" button to send picture to the projector
6. Use the "TELE" & "WIDE" buttons to zoom in and out
7. Use the "AF" button to enable the auto focus feature

VCR DECK

1. Use remote control to turn on projector  
   (Allow 30-60 sec. to warm up)
2. Select "Video" button on remote control to switch to the video input
3. Turn on the VCR
4. Turn on the Visual Presenter (must be on to send signal to projector)
5. Select "AV 1" option on the Visual Presenter
6. Insert and play VHS video (Use remote control or buttons on player)
7. To adjust the volume, use the projector remote control

LASER DISC PLAYER

1. Use remote control to turn on projector
2. Select "Video" button on remote control to switch to the video input
3. Turn on the laser disc player
4. Turn on the Visual Presenter (must be on to send signal to projector)
5. Select "AV 2" option on the Visual Presenter
6. Insert and play laser disc
7. To adjust the volume, use the projector remote control

NOTE: This room is a lab. For information regarding the rest of the equipment in this room, please contact the department responsible for the lab.